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D. 1) Easiest to learn customization language and 2) search performance.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 56
Trusteer Apex can block malicious communications from an endpoint infected with
data- stealing malware. When doing so, which function does it perform?

A. Prevent the exploitation of known and zero-day vulnerabilities and stop drive-by
downloads
B. Detect and remove known advanced malware from mobile devices
C. Prevent malware from compromising other processes and opening external
communication channels
D. Prevent leakage of sensitive information via email and USB drives

Answer: A
Reference:
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/se-trusteer/

QUESTION: 57
The IBM Security Privileged Identity Manager V2 virtual appliance introduces what
new capability?

A. Secure application use of privileged credentials.
B. Tracking usage of shared identities.
C. An optional Privileged Session Recorder.
D. Automated checkout of IDs, hide password from requesting employee, automate
password reset to eliminate password theft.

Answer: A
Reference:
http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgibin/ssialias?infotype=OC&subtype=NA&htmlfid=897/ENUS5725H30&appname=totalstorage

QUESTION: 58
What are the three main solutions within the AppScan portfolio?
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A. 1) AppScan Express, 2) AppScan Enterprise, 3) AppScan Static
B. 1) AppScan Standard, 2) AppScan Build, 3) AppScan Dynamic
C. 1) AppScan Standard, 2) AppScan Enterprise, 3) AppScan Source
D. 1) AppScan PenTester, 2) AppScan Developer, 3) AppScan QA

Answer: C
Reference:
http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/en/appscan

QUESTION: 59
The XGS Product Family was designed to have a high level of modularity in mind, to
cope with changing customer needs. Which add-on module/feature below is NOT
available in the XGS?

A. Network Interface Modules (NIMs)
B. User/Application Control
C. SSL Inspection
D. Vulnerability Manager

Answer: C

QUESTION: 60
Which statement best explains the business value of IBM Endpoint manger (BigFix)
to your customer? (The elevator pitch).

A. IBM Endpoint Manager (BigFix) provides real-time visibility and control to help
IT find and fix problems in minutes, across all endpoints. on and off the corporate
network, compressing patch/inventory cycles to minutes/hours and ensuring
continuous compliance.
B. IBM Endpoint Manager (BigFix) provides real-time visibility and control to help
IT find and fix problems fast using a single agent, console and server to manage over
150k endpoints. BigFix helps clients streamline processes, reduce infrastructure costs
and ensure continuous compliance.
C. IBM Endpoint Manager (BigFix) secures mobile devices and endpoints.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 61
There are several key integrations of AppScan and other IBM Security solutions.
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Which answer shows two of those integrations and their value?

A. Integration with Guardium to identify application vulnerabilities of high value
databases; Integration with Access Manager to protect applications from unauthorized
access
B. Integration with IPS to remediate identified vulnerabilities and identify virtual
patches; Integration with Trusteer to identify applications that allow fraud
C. Integration with IPS to remediate identified vulnerabilities and identify virtual
patches; Integration with QRadar to identify application vulnerabilities that contribute
to enterprise exposures
D. Integration with QRadar to identify application vulnerabilities that contribute to
enterprise exposures; Integration with Key Lifecycle Manager to provide application
encryption key management

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 62
When looking across the financial fraud vectors the first target is:

A. Application
B. Mainframe
C. Network
D. Customer

Answer: D
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